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The ability to vary capital when pricing loans is one of the most powerful and 

essential functions within a loan pricing model. Many loan pricing vendors and 

banks with internally developed spreadsheets either gloss over this functionality 

or completely ignore it. Similar to the process for setting targets, varying capital 

by loan type and asset quality strongly influences the pricing necessary to meet 

return on equity (ROE) objectives. Most importantly, this gives management 

control over the composition and the quality of the resulting loan portfolio.  

The Rising Importance of Capital 

The perception of our industry has changed dramatically over the last several 

years, especially with regard to levels of capital. Community banks were almost 

always viewed as having excess capital. While perhaps this was true, the biggest 

mistake that resulted from this belief was a drive for growth without a 

corresponding pricing differentiation based on quality. Regardless of the cause, 

the important thing is to arm your lenders to compete aggressively for the best 

quality loans in your market, and to get paid extremely well for all other borrowers.  

As I begin, I want to highlight the difference between the point I was making in 

my last post (Setting Your Loan Pricing Model Assumptions - Overhead Costs) – 

where I argued that overhead assumptions have an immaterial impact on pricing 

– and the point of this post: capital and loss provision have a very material impact 

on pricing. As a result, while I don’t want you to get lost in the minutia, this is an 

area where your focus can result in a disproportionately positive impact on your 

portfolio.  

The Impact of Basel III 

First, I would like to step back and put Basel III into perspective. To do this, we 

need to look at what the big banks are trying to do as this has major ramifications 

for community banks. Everyone is looking to find the right balance between 

holding capital to protect the bank against losses and minimizing capital in order 

to generate returns for shareholders. To the extent that the big banks can 

demonstrate a strong systematic approach, they can justify holding minimal 

capital for high quality loans.  

The lower level of capital on high quality loans translates into offering extremely 

competitive rates on these loans. To the extent that community banks are able to 

differentiate pricing in a similar manner, these banks are able to protect their best 

quality borrowers as well as attract new ones. Conversely, a “one-size-fits-all” 

pricing approach almost virtually ensures overpricing the best quality borrowers 

and underpricing weaker borrowers.  
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Single Factor vs. Multi-Factor Approaches  

The differentiation of pricing based on quality is so critical that we offer two 

approaches for addressing this important issue: the single factor approach and 

the multi-factor approach. In reality, users that start with the single factor 

approach can easily move from this to the second approach to increase their 

pricing precision.  

I will start with the less sophisticated, single factor approach. In the single factor 

approach, the loan loss reserve and credit capital are based on the risk rating for 

the loan. The risk rating for the loan includes all the underwriting criteria such as 

exposure at default, risk of default, collateral and guarantors. In other words, after 

considering each of these items, the lender comes up with one number that 

represents the credit risk of the loan.  

Most providers and banks that choose this approach ignore some important 

concepts. First, often capital is not varied based on the type of loan. For example, 

all else equal, more capital should be held against a commercial construction 

loan than a commercial installment loan. Second, often capital is not varied based 

on the risk rating of the loan. Again, all else equal, a two rated loan requires less 

capital than a three rated loan.  

Many choose to hold capital constant in these instances and address the 

differences in risk through the loan loss provision. I believe that this understates 

the economic impact of losses and does not result in enough price differentiation 

based on loan quality. Ignoring these distinctions is also at odds with the purpose 

of the loan loss provision and capital. The former is designed for expected losses 

and the latter protects against unexpected losses and the variability of losses. 

Further, capital is the denominator of the return on equity equation and provision 

is a portion of the pre-tax expenses in the numerator.  

Understanding the true amount of economic capital you have to hold is really 

important. As my partner states... "if you screw up the provision, you might not 

get your bonus; if you screw up the capital, you might not have a job."  

Finally, the loan loss reserve and credit capital should be varied based on the 

duration of the loan. Specifically, a “one rated” loan for five years has higher risk 

than a “one rated” loan for three years and much higher risk than a one-year loan. 

And, a percentage of weaker pass credits will actually become stronger credits; 

whereas, this is not true of the highest rated credits.  

The multi-factor approach seeks to be more precise about the actual risk of the 

loan, the probability of the default, and the anticipated loss in the event of default. 

As such, the risk of the borrower, the type and value of collateral, and the type 
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and amount of the guarantees are all input separately instead of being combined 

into one risk factor.  

Before I go into more detail regarding the multi-factor approach, let me ask two 

questions to help you determine which approach is right for your bank. Using a 

single risk factor, how would you risk rate a loan to a lesser quality borrower with 

average collateral and a very strong unrelated guarantor? Now consider whether 

each of your lenders would rate the loan the same way. In addition, do the 

overwhelming majority of your credits end up having the same risk rating?  

Clearly, when you break out each of the factors, you are likely to generate 

differentials in risk: some that are relatively small and others that are more 

meaningful. Does this really matter? Only if you believe that sometimes a few 

basis points determines whether you win a loan or not. And as we have said, the 

key is to know when to compete aggressively and when to confidently walk from 

a deal.  

Examining Recovery Factor & Guarantees  

Given its importance, let’s examine the multi-factor approach in greater detail 

starting with the recovery factor. Each loan has varying amounts and types of 

collateral. The recovery factor is defined as the ratio of the present value of the 

recovered collateral after accounting for expenses compared to the stated 

collateral value. Each type of collateral has its own recovery rate. As an example, 

the recovery rate of commercial real estate might be 50% versus 95% for a CD. 

An important step to this process is to remember that after accounting for the 

recovery factor, the remaining exposure is considered to be unsecured and thus 

a high capital and loan loss factor is assigned.  

A similar step can be taken with the loan guarantees. Each guarantee has a 

recovery factor similar to the collateral recovery factor. Guarantees have differing 

values based on risk. A government guarantee is equivalent to collateral in value 

and reduces exposure in the event of a default.  

The PrecisionLender multi-factor approach to risk goes far beyond just recovery 

factor and guarantees, and to the best of my knowledge, we offer the only solution 

that fully incorporates Basel III. 
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